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1. Executive Summary 

A. Purpose 

As set out in NAMA’s1 Annual Statement for 2014, NAMA’s strategic objectives can be summarised 
as follows: 

to redeem, at a minimum, the senior bonds issued and cover its own costs, 
balancing speed with value optimisation in light of market conditions, and in so 
doing contribute to the social and economic development of the State. 

This report has been prepared under Section 227 of the National Asset Management Agency Act 
2009 (the “Act”) to assist the Minister in assessing: 

a) the extent to which the Agency has made progress to achieving its overall objectives, 
and 

b) whether its continuation is necessary having regard to the purposes of the Act. 

B. Key Messages 

NAMA has indicated that, assuming a steady recovery of the Irish property market and the broader 
economy absent significant macroeconomic shocks, it is likely to be in a position to continue to cover 
its costs, to redeem both its senior debt and its subordinated debt at par prior to 2020 as originally 
expected.   

NAMA also has indicated that it may achieve a return for its equity holders, both the State and the 
other equity investors2, if the market recovery exceeds current expectations. 

NAMA’s ability to achieve these potential results is premised on the assumption that international 
investors will maintain their appetite for Irish assets and that there will be no major macroeconomic 
or financial shocks which would cause investors to revise their current positive view of Ireland or of 
property as an asset class.  In addition it is assumed that NAMA can retain the required operational 
capacity and staffing expertise. 

NAMA has entered 2014 in a position of strength. 

 NAMA has made significant progress in achieving its overall objectives. 

 NAMA has established itself as a well-respected asset manager capable of maximising 
value through the effective winding down of its large portfolio of impaired loans. 

 To end June 2014, NAMA has generated over €20 billion in cash since inception which has 
allowed it to redeem €13 billion of its Government guaranteed senior bonds. 

                                                           
1 Following its establishment the National Asset Management Agency (“the Agency”) created an investment holding 
company, National Asset Management Agency Investment Limited, (“NAMAIL”), as the entity through which private 
investors could invest in the Group.  NAMAIL is majority owned (51%) by private investors, with the remaining 49% owned 
by the Agency.  It has established a number of additional subsidiaries to facilitate its objectives (together “NAMA”). 
2 51% of NAMAIL’s shares are owned in equal proportion by three private companies, Walbrook Capital, New Ireland 
Assurance Co. plc and Percy Nominees Ltd., a nominee of Prescient Investment Managers.  The remaining 49% is owned by 
the Agency, which is owned by the State. 
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 NAMA has been able to maintain a positive equity position while prudently valuing its loan 
assets in line with its disposal plans. 

 Based on NAMA’s performance to date and its financial projections in light of the strength 
of current investor interest in Ireland, NAMA is well positioned to achieve its objectives. 

 As a result, NAMA’s continuation is necessary to achieve these objectives. 

The strategy which NAMA adopts in pursuing its objectives is primarily a matter for the NAMA Board.  
However, in the context of this report consideration has been given to the various strategic 
alternatives that may or may not facilitate NAMA achieving and ideally surpassing its objectives. 

The results of this consideration are set out below: 

 NAMA is committing to achieve the redemption of a minimum of 80% of its senior debt by 
end 2016, a full two years ahead of schedule. 

 NAMA will endeavour to clearly set out its pipeline of portfolio sales to the market to help 
sustain investor interest in and commitment to the Irish market. 

 NAMA is committing to take full advantage of the current strong investor interest in Irish 
assets and will maintain a flexible approach with a view to accelerating disposals and 
resulting redemptions beyond the 80% target, while remaining faithful to its overall 
objectives and the purposes of NAMA under the Act. 

 Any proposal to help safeguard NAMA’s operational capacity and staffing expertise should 
receive careful consideration in light of potentially significant value implications associated 
with losing key employees. 

 NAMA has also agreed, in the context of the above targets, that it will protect its ability to 
exercise a sufficient level of control to ensure timely and coherent delivery of key Grade A 
office space within the Dublin Docklands SDZ and Dublin’s Central Business District and 
more generally to maximise the delivery of residential housing units in areas of most need. 

It is important to re-iterate that achieving these targets is premised on the assumption that 
international investors will maintain their strong appetite for Irish assets and that there will be no 
major macroeconomic or financial shocks which would cause investors to revise their current 
positive view of Ireland or of property as an asset class.  In addition it is assumed that NAMA can 
retain the required operational capacity and staffing expertise. 

C. Establishment and Loan Acquisition 

 The Agency was established to arrange and supervise the purchase of development 
related loan books from the participating institutions (“PIs”)3 and in so doing remove 
uncertainty relating to these loans from the PIs’ balance sheets. 

 By the end of 2011, NAMA had acquired €74.2 billion of gross loans from the PIs at a 57% 
discount for consideration of €31.8 billion which was paid in the form of €30.2 billion ECB 
eligible, Government guaranteed senior notes – a contingent liability for the taxpayer - and 
€1.6 billion unguaranteed subordinated notes. 

                                                           
3 The Participating Institutions include Allied Irish Banks, p.l.c. (“AIB”), Anglo Irish Bank Corporation Limited (“Anglo”), Bank 
of Ireland (“BoI”), Irish Nationwide Building Society (“INBS”) and EBS Building Society (“EBS”).  The business of INBS 
transferred to Anglo Irish Bank on 1 July 2011 and the merged entity trades as IBRC.  EBS was acquired by AIB on 1 July 
2011. 
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 In doing so NAMA acquired more than 12,000 loans across a range of currencies, advanced to 
over 5,000 debtors (managed as 780 debtor connections) and secured by over 60,000 
property units across a range of markets. 

 Loans acquired by NAMA were initially valued by reference to property values at November 
2009. 

 As is now evident, the Irish property market continued to deteriorate through 2012. 

 The sale of these loans to NAMA at November 2009 values protected the PIs from the 
continued deterioration in value of Irish assets which secure these loans. 

 Since being established in 2009, NAMA has developed an infrastructure to acquire, service 
and deal with a large and complex impaired loan portfolio. 

 NAMA has negotiated and approved business plans with its 780 debtor connections 
representing over 5,000 borrowing entities and 60,000 property units and has taken over 
20,000 individual credit decisions. 

D. Expected Market Dynamics and Initial NAMA Strategy 

 In mid 2010, NAMA established a business plan which incorporated a redemption target of 
25% of NAMA debt by end 2013 which ultimately became a commitment under the EU – IMF 
Programme of Support. 

 In the face of continued stress in the Irish property market during the first years of NAMA’s 
existence, NAMA set out the only feasible strategy which would achieve the end 2013 senior 
bond redemption target of €7.5 billion while also preserving the best possible chance to 
redeem all €30.2 billion senior bonds by end 2020. 

 This initial strategy was: 

a) to sell lower yielding, more appropriately valued, UK assets with limited prospects 
for significant value appreciation over the medium term, with the aim of achieving 
the end 2013 redemption target, and 

b) to offer relatively low levels of Irish assets for sale which may hold the prospect for 
significant value appreciation over the medium term. 

 A key assumption underlying the establishment of this initial strategy was that the fall in 
Irish property prices experienced since November 2009, would be recovered over the life of 
NAMA. 

 Following NAMA’s portfolio valuation date of November 2009, Irish commercial property 
values continued to fall, while the UK commercial property market continued to appreciate. 

 This relative performance of the Irish and UK markets since November 2009 has borne out 
NAMA’s strategic decision to focus on the early sale of appropriately valued UK assets and 
to defer the sale of Irish assets which held greater valuation upside potential pending a 
market recovery later in NAMA’s life. 

E. Expected Outturn 

 Based on NAMA’s expected disposal values and the resulting surplus income over NAMA’s 
remaining life, it is reasonable to expect that NAMA will be in a position to repay not only 
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its senior debt but also its subordinated debt in full and may return a surplus to its equity 
holders. 

 However, to the extent the market does not perform in line with NAMA’s expectations, 
NAMA’s disposal targets and related senior and subordinated debt redemption targets 
may not be achievable. 

 In 2012 and 2013, Irish assets represented 13% and 22% of all NAMA disposals respectively, 
reflecting the deliberate increase in Irish sales activity in light of improving market 
conditions. 

 This momentum has continued into 2014 with NAMA generating over €5 billion of cash from 
disposals to end June 2014. 

 To end June 2014, Irish assets have represented approximately 50% of total sales, a trend 
NAMA expects will continue in line with Ireland’s continuing recovery. 

F. Improved Interest and Pricing for Irish Assets  

 NAMA’s disposals to date have resulted largely from investor interest in the developed 
commercial real estate sector in London and the emergence over time of similar investor 
interest in Dublin. 

 As investor interest begins to flow into residential and development sectors, NAMA 
anticipates being in a position to dispose of its assets more quickly than originally 
envisaged. 

 NAMA’s disposal expectations have accelerated with the bulk of the sales activity envisaged 
to take place between 2014 and 2016 as opposed to previous plans which anticipated the 
bulk of activity occurring between 2017 and 2020. 

 In light of the emergence of competing supply, it is important that NAMA provides the 
market with greater visibility around its medium term disposals pipeline to ensure potential 
acquirers are able to allocate resources to pursuing Irish opportunities. 

G. Conclusion 

 The establishment of NAMA at a time of financial crisis has helped to provide clarity and 
certainty when it was most needed. 

 NAMA has created itself from scratch to become a well-respected market participant with 
the primary objective of securing value for the Irish taxpayer. 

 NAMA’s performance continues to have a positive impact on the perception of the Irish 
market and the strength of the Sovereign as was reflected in Moody’s and S&P’s recent 
upgrades which both cited NAMA’s progress and success in the “very sharp” reduction of the 
State’s off-balance sheet exposure. 

 NAMA achieved its 2013 debt redemption target, redeeming €7.5 billion of senior bonds. 

 From inception to end June 2014, NAMA has generated over €20 billion in cash which has 
allowed it to redeem €13 billion of its government guaranteed senior bonds. 

 NAMA is confident that it will achieve by the end of 2014 what had been its 2016 target to 
redeem €15 billion or 50% of the senior bonds. 
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 In early 2014, NAMA also paid a coupon on its subordinated debt for the first time, reflecting 
increasing confidence in its ability to not only continue paying such a coupon but also to 
ultimately redeem the subordinated debt at par. 

 NAMA has been able to maintain a positive equity position while prudently valuing its loan 
assets in line with its disposal plans. 

 NAMA’s positive outlook is largely based on the assumption that investors will maintain a 
strong appetite for Irish assets and that there will be no major macroeconomic or financial 
shocks which could negatively impact this interest. 

 In addition, this positive outlook is premised upon NAMA retaining its operational capabilities 
through the retention of key staff during the course of its disposal strategy.  NAMA has 
indicated this as a key risk. 

 Assuming a slow and steady recovery of the Irish property market and an economy absent 
significant macroeconomic shocks, NAMA should be in a position to repay both its senior 
debt and its subordinated debt at par prior to 2020 as originally expected. 

 It is possible that NAMA could achieve additional upside for its equity holders, both the 
taxpayer and the other equity investors, if the market recovery exceeds current expectations. 

 NAMA has made significant progress in achieving its overall objectives. 

 Based on NAMA’s performance to date and its financial projections in light of the strength 
of current investor interest in Ireland, NAMA is well positioned to achieve its objectives 
and so continues to be necessary. 
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2. Purpose 

Under Sections 226 and 227 of the Act, the National Asset Management Agency (“the Agency”) is 
subject to periodic reviews by the Comptroller and Auditor General (the “C&AG”) and the Minister 
for Finance (the “Minister”).  Section 226 of the Act requires the C&AG to assess the extent to which 
the Agency has made progress in achieving its overall objectives as of the end of 2012 and every 
three years thereafter.  The C&AG’s Section 226 report entitled “National Asset Management Agency 
– Progress Report 2010 – 2012” was published on May 20th, 2014 and is available on NAMA’s website 
at http://www.nama.ie/publications/. 

Section 227 of the Act requires the Minister to assess the extent to which the Agency has made 
progress towards achieving its overall objectives, and decide whether the continuation of the Agency 
is necessary having regard to the purposes of the Act as of the end of 2012 and every five years 
thereafter. 

This report has been prepared under Section 227 of the Act to assist the Minister in making these 
assessments and where appropriate to provide recommendations regarding the Agency’s future 
strategy. 

This first publication of the Section 227 Review by the Minister coincides with the first publication of 
the S226 report by the C&AG.  As a result this Section 227 Review benefits from the analysis and 
conclusions reached in the C&AG’s Section 226 report.  In particular the C&AG had access to and was 
able to base analysis upon individual borrower and connection level information.  This publication of 
the Section 227 Review does not rely directly upon individual borrower or connection level 
information but relies instead upon aggregated borrower information. 

While Section 227 of the Act intends a review based upon activity to the end of 2012, due to the 
intervening promissory note transaction and subsequent liquidation of IBRC which was originally 
expected to have a significant and lasting impact on NAMA’s operations, this report is being 
published in 2014 and considers activity up to the end of 2013 in making its assessments and 
recommendations. 

Other than in Section 10 of this review, the impact of the Promissory Note transaction, NAMA’s 
acquisition of the IBRC Facility Deed and issuance of bonds to the Central Bank of Ireland (“CBI”) will 
not be addressed in discussing NAMA’s performance. 

This report does not intend to be a comprehensive evaluation of all aspects of NAMA’s functions and 
performance.  Where appropriate, links and citations are provided to supporting and complimentary 
documentation and information. 

Please also refer to NAMA’s 2013 Annual report which was published on 27 May 2014 for additional 
information regarding NAMA’s activities and performance, available on NAMA’s website at 
http://ww.nama.ie./publications.  

  

http://www.nama.ie/publications/
http://ww.nama.ie./publications
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3. Scope 

In assessing the extent to which NAMA has made progress toward achieving its overall objectives and 
deciding whether the continuation of NAMA is necessary having regard to the purposes of the Act, 
consideration must be given to the purposes of the Act itself and to the purposes of NAMA under the 
Act .  The purposes of the Act are set out in Section 2 of the Act and are presented in Figure 1 below. 

FIGURE 1:  SECTION 2 OF THE ACT - THE PURPOSES OF THE ACT 

2. The purposes of this Act are— 

(a) to address the serious threat to the economy and the stability of credit institutions in the 
State generally and the need for the maintenance and stabilisation of the financial system 
in the State, and 

(b) to address the compelling need— 

(i) to facilitate the availability of credit in the economy of the State, 

(ii) to resolve the problems created by the financial crisis in an expeditious and efficient 
manner and achieve a recovery in the economy, 

(iii) to protect the State’s interest in respect of the guarantees issued by the State pursuant 
to the Credit  Institutions (Financial Support) Act 2008 and to underpin the steps taken 
by the Government in that regard, 

(iv) to protect the interests of taxpayers, 

(v) to facilitate restructuring of credit institutions of systemic importance to the economy, 

(vi) to remove uncertainty about the valuation and location of certain assets of credit 
institutions of systemic importance to the economy, 

(vii) to restore confidence in the banking sector and to underpin the effect of Government 
support measures in relation to that sector, and 

(viii) to contribute to the social and economic development of the State. 

 

The purposes of NAMA are set out in Section 10 of the Act and are presented in Figure 2 below. 

FIGURE 2:  SECTION 10 OF THE ACT - THE PURPOSES OF NAMA 

10.  (1)  NAMA’s purposes shall be to contribute to the achievement of the purposes specified in 
section 2 by— 

(a) the acquisition from participating institutions of such eligible bank assets as is 
appropriate, 

(b) dealing expeditiously with the assets acquired by it, and 

(c) protecting or otherwise enhancing the value of those assets, in the interests of the 
State. 

(2)  So far as possible, NAMA shall, expeditiously and consistently with the achievement of the 
purposes specified in subsection (1), obtain the best achievable financial return for the State 
having regard to— 

(a) the cost to the Exchequer of acquiring bank assets and dealing with acquired bank 
assets, 

(b) NAMA’s cost of capital and other costs, and 

(c) any other factor which NAMA considers relevant to the achievement of its purposes. 
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The purposes of NAMA set out in Section 10 of the NAMA Act remain relevant today as the recovery 
of the market and the economy in general begins to take hold.  A number of years after the 
enactment of this legislation, it is evident that the purposes of NAMA under Section 10 of the Act 
were well drafted and continue to provide NAMA with a clear overarching objective while also 
allowing flexibility to adjust to changing economic conditions and provide support to Ireland’s 
economic recovery. 

Under Section 53 of the NAMA Act, NAMA submits an annual statement to the Minister for Finance 
which he in turn lays before both Houses of the Oireachtas.  NAMA’s annual statement must specify: 

a) the proposed objectives of NAMA’s activities and those of each NAMA group entity for the 
financial year concerned; 

b) the proposed nature and scope of the activities to be undertaken; 

c) the proposed strategies and policies for achieving those objectives; and 

d) the uses to which it is proposed to apply NAMA’s resources and those of each NAMA group 
entity. 

NAMA’s Annual Statement for 2014 was approved by the Minister, published in October 2013 and 
can be found at http://www.nama.ie/publications/. 

As set out in NAMA’s Annual Statement for 2014, the NAMA Board has established the following 
overall strategic objectives for NAMA with reference to the purposes of the Act and the purposes of 
NAMA under the Act. 

FIGURE 3:  NAMA’S STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

• Redeem, at a minimum, the senior bonds issued in addition to carrying costs and working 
capital and development expenditure advanced to debtors; 

• Generate transactions to contribute to the renewal of sustainable activity in the property 
market in Ireland; 

• To do so over the shortest time possible, having regard for market conditions and optimising 
the value of assets; 

• To meet all future commitments out of its own resources; 

• To contribute to the social and economic development of the State; and 

• To manage its assets intensively and invest in them to optimise the income producing potential 
and disposal value. 

 

To paraphrase, NAMA’s strategic objective as set by the NAMA Board is: 

to redeem, at a minimum, the senior bonds issued and cover its own costs, balancing 
speed with value optimisation in light of market conditions, and in so doing 
contribute to the social and economic development of the State. 

This review evaluates NAMA’s progress towards achieving these strategic objectives and where 
appropriate provides commentary to assist the Minster and NAMA in their consideration of 
various strategic alternatives that may be available to NAMA in line with its objectives under the 
Act. 

  

http://www.nama.ie/publications/
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4. Establishment and Loan Acquisition 

The Agency was established in 2009, by the Act, to help restore stability in the Irish banking system in 
response to the financial crisis.   

The Irish banking system had engaged in excessive lending to the property sector and, with the 
significant decline in the Irish property market from 2007 onwards, loan impairments had begun to 
rise substantially. This caused a rapid depletion in bank regulatory capital and required appropriate 
remedial action to remove uncertainty and to repair the balance sheets of a number of financial 
institutions of systemic importance to the Irish economy. 

The Agency was to arrange and supervise the purchase of development related loan books from the 
participating institutions (“PIs”)4 and in so doing remove uncertainty relating to these loans from 
their balance sheets.  Following its establishment the Agency created an investment holding 
company, National Asset Management Agency Investment Limited (“NAMAIL”) as the entity through 
which private investors could invest in the Group.  NAMAIL is majority owned (51%) by private 
investors5, with the remaining 49% owned by the Agency.  It has established a number of additional 
subsidiaries to facilitate its objectives, (together “NAMA”).  See Appendix A. 

By the end of 2011, NAMA had acquired €74.2 billion of gross loans from the PIs at a 57% aggregate 
discount for consideration of €31.8 billion which was paid in the form of €30.2 billion ECB eligible, 
Government guaranteed senior bonds (a contingent liability for the taxpayer) and €1.6 billion 
unguaranteed subordinated bonds.  In doing so, NAMA acquired more than 12,000 loans across a 
range of currencies, advanced to over 5,000 debtors (managed as 780 debtor connections) and 
secured by over 60,000 property units across a range of markets. 

In the context of the bank recapitalisations, the sale of these loans accelerated the recognition of 
losses above the PIs’ then current provision levels.  This helped to quantify the amount required to 
recapitalise the Irish banking system.  It is important to note that “losses” recognised by the PIs 
through the sale of loans to NAMA were not in themselves caused by NAMA but rather by the 
deterioration of the banks’ loans and collateral assets.  Had these loans not been sold to NAMA, 
associated losses would have emerged and been recognised by the PIs over time and would have 
continued to contribute to uncertainty and instability of the Irish financial system.  The removal of 
these loans from the PIs significantly de-risked the PIs’ balance sheets and operations and together 
with the recapitalisation of the PIs, contributed to the stability of the Irish financial system. 

FIGURE 4:  LOAN ACQUISITIONS FROM PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS 

 
Source:  http://www.nama.ie/about-our-work/key-figures 

                                                           
4 The Participating Institutions include Allied Irish Banks, p.l.c. (“AIB”), Anglo Irish Bank Corporation Limited (“Anglo”), Bank 
of Ireland (“BoI”), Irish Nationwide Building Society (“INBS”) and EBS Building Society (“EBS”).  The business of INBS 
transferred to Anglo Irish Bank on 1 July 2011 and the merged entity trades as IBRC.  EBS was acquired by AIB on 1 July 
2011. 
5 51% of NAMAIL’s shares are owned in equal proportion by three private companies, Walbrook Capital, New Ireland 
Assurance Co. plc and Percy Nominees Ltd., a nominee of Prescient Investment Managers. 

AIB1 BoI IBRC1 Total

Loan balances transferred 21.3 9.9 43.0 74.2

Consideration paid 9.4 5.6 16.8 31.8

Discount 56% 43% 61% 57%

http://www.nama.ie/about-our-work/key-figures/
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Loans acquired by NAMA were initially valued by reference to property values at November 2009.  As 
is now evident, the Irish property market continued to deteriorate through 2012.  As a result, the 
sale of loans to NAMA at November 2009 values protected the PIs from the continued deterioration 
of Irish asset values securing these loans.  This continued deterioration in Irish asset values is most 
clearly reflected through the €4.1 billion in additional impairment charges which NAMA has incurred 
to year end 2013.  This impairment charge represents losses taken by NAMA above those recognised 
by the PIs at the time of the loan sales.  It is likely that the PIs would have suffered similar losses on 
these loans with commensurate capital implications had the sales to NAMA not occurred. 

PI loans were transferred to NAMA in a number of tranches in line with the completion of loan 
preparation, diligence and valuation which occurred at varying speeds for various portfolios given the 
enormity of the tasks.  The transfer of tranche 1 (€15.3 billion) and tranche 2 (€12 billion) completed 
in May and August 2010 respectively.  A bulk tranche transfer of €44 billion of loans completed in 
December 2010 with remaining smaller final tranches of outstanding borrowings totalling €2.8 billion 
completing in March and October 2011. 

The European Commission has found 
that the loan sales to NAMA provided 
the PIs with approximately €5.6 
billion of state aid reflected in the 
22% aggregate premium above the 
November 2009 loan market value 
paid in consideration to the PIs6.  The 
existence of state aid in these 
transactions indicates that NAMA 
paid above the inherent value of the 
assets and so provided the PIs with an 
economic benefit.  Upon receipt of 
the relevant supporting information 
from the Central Bank of Ireland in 
February 2014, the Department of 
Finance submitted an application to 
secure final European Commission 
approval for the transfers of tranches 
3 to 9.  This submission is currently 
being reviewed by the European 
Commission.  European Commission 
approval for these final tranche transfers is expected in July. 

Please see Appendix B for a reproduction of Figure 2.2 from the C&AG Section 226 report detailing 
the consideration paid for loans and the resulting state aid.  For further information regarding 
NAMA’s acquisition of bank assets, please see the C&AG’s special report published in October 2010 
entitled  “Special Report 76: National Asset Management Agency – Acquisition of Bank Assets“. 

Since being established by legislation in 2009, NAMA has developed an infrastructure to acquire, 
service and deal with a large and complex impaired loan portfolio.   NAMA has established 
relationships with and has negotiated and approved business plans with its 780 debtor connections 
representing over 5,000 borrowing entities and 60,000 property units and has taken over 40,000 
individual credit decisions. 

For further information regarding the establishment of NAMA’s infrastructure and initial 
management of its loan assets, please see the C&AG’s special report published in February 2012 
entitled  “Special Report 79: National Asset Management Agency – Management of Loans“. 

                                                           
6 See Appendix B – Consideration 

NAMA – A MODEL NATIONAL ASSET MANAGER 

Acquiring €74 billion of nominal assets, NAMA was one of the 

largest external asset resolution vehicle ever established.   

NAMA’s nearest comparable at the time was Securum of 

Sweden established in 1992 to acquire c.3,000 non-

performing loans worth c. €6 billion which was successfully 

wound up after 5 years. 

Since establishment NAMA has received a great deal of 

attention from nations seeking to establish their own asset 

resolution vehicles incorporating NAMA’s unique approach to 

removing uncertainty relating to distressed assets from a 

number of banks while retaining and enhancing the benefits 

of low cost bank financing.   

In 2012, Spain’s bad bank, SAREB, was established having 

been modelled after NAMA in many ways. 

http://www.audgen.gov.ie/documents/vfmreports/76_NAMA_Acquisition_of_Assets_Rev1.pdf
http://www.audgen.gov.ie/documents/vfmreports/76_NAMA_Acquisition_of_Assets_Rev1.pdf
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5. Expected Market Dynamics and Initial Strategy 

The valuation date by reference to which acquisition values for NAMA assets were established was 
November 2009.  During a time of significant uncertainty regarding the performance of the market 
and the quality of the assets they were acquiring, NAMA was faced with the challenge of establishing 
a strategy which would both: 

 generate proceeds to allow for the redemption of senior bonds, and 

 contribute to the renewal of sustainable activity in the property market in Ireland, 

 over the shortest time possible, 

 while having regard for market conditions and optimising the value of assets. 

NAMA established its first business plan in July 2010, setting debt redemption targets of 60% by 2016 
and 80% by 2017.  This plan was based on the best information available at the time.  However, it is 
important to note that it was created before NAMA had completed the acquisition of PI assets.  
Based on information available at the time, without having yet had an opportunity to fully diligence 
the transferring assets, NAMA estimated the overall acquisition discount would be 50% (resulting in 
the issuance of €40.5 billion of NAMA bonds) versus an actual discount of 57% (resulting in the 
issuance of €31.8 billion of NAMA bonds). 

In early 2012,  

 following the completion of the loan acquisition process and the extensive diligence 
performed in acquiring and on-boarding those assets;  

 in light of continued economic developments; 

 a revised outlook for the Irish economy; and  

 the continued decline of Irish property prices since November 2009; 

NAMA established an updated business plan based on more complete information.  This plan 
incorporated the redemption target of 25% of NAMA senior bonds, €7.5 billion, by YE2013 which was 
subsequently agreed as part of the EU – IMF Programme of Support. 

FIGURE 5:  PROPERTY MARKET PERFORMANCE 

Irish Commercial Property Price Trend UK Commercial Property Price Trend 

  

Source:  JLL Capital Values Index and IPD UK Monthly Index 
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At that time, expectations for a short term recovery of the Irish property market were low, in light of 
the continued decline in property values since November 2009.  UK commercial property prices, on 
the other hand, continued to rise.  As set out in Figure 5, UK property prices had increased by c. 10% 
between November 2009 and March 20127, while Irish commercial property prices had fallen by over 
20% during the same period8. 

In the face of continued stress in the Irish property market during the first years of its existence, 
NAMA set out a strategy, viewed at the time as the only feasible option, which would allow NAMA to 
achieve the end 2013 senior bond redemption target of €7.5 billion while also preserving the best 
possible chance to redeem all €30.2 billion senior bonds by end 2020. 

The NAMA board intended to (a) generate disposal income through the sale of assets which had not 
suffered excessive declines in value and so for which there were limited expectations for significant 
short term value appreciation; and (b) maximise the capture of non-disposal income from every 
NAMA connection. 

This translated into a strategy: 

 to sell appropriately valued, UK assets with limited prospects for further significant value 
appreciation over the medium term, with the aim of achieving the end 2013 redemption 
target, and 

 to offer relatively low levels of Irish assets for sale which held the prospect for significant 
value appreciation over the medium term.  Through limited sales and associated financing 
activity, NAMA intended to seed demand in the Irish market and stimulate further activity.  
NAMA also intended to increase occupancy levels and maximise rental income over the 
short term to help establish a foundation for a phased disposal of Irish assets after 2013. 

This geographic diversity within 
NAMA’s portfolio provided the 
flexibility required to pursue this initial 
strategy.  The geographic diversity of 
the property securing NAMA loans with 
a carrying value of €31.8 billion as at 
end 2009 is set out in Figure 6.  At end 
2009, c. 57% or some €18 billion of 
property assets were located in Ireland, 
c. 33% or some €10.5 billion were 
located in Britain and c. 10% or some 
€3.2 billion in Northern Ireland or 
elsewhere. 

In establishing this initial strategy, 
NAMA assumed that the UK market 
would retain its improved valuations 
over the medium term but recognised 
potential downside risks around the 
sustainability of these values over the 
longer term in light of emerging 
challenges to the UK’s general 
economic outlook.  Figure 7 provides a 

                                                           
7  Source:  IPD UK Monthly All Property Capital Growth Index. 
8  Source:  JLL Capital Values Index reflecting Irish Commercial Property Price trends. 
9 Portfolio concentration based on the expected disposal value of assets by geographic location. 

FIGURE 6:  PORTFOLIO CONCENTRATION BY LOCATION9 

YE 2009 
Carrying Value:  €31.8bn 

 
Source:  NAMA. 
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stylised summary of NAMA’s assumptions around the pace of the Irish recovery and the stability of 
the UK recovery which NAMA considered in establishing its strategy in March 2012. 

With regard to the Irish market, NAMA projected a steady long term recovery of property prices back 
to November 2009 levels.  As of end 2011, NAMA’s senior debt outstanding totalled €29.1 billion 
versus a total value of loans, receivables and liquid assets, after provisions, of €29.5 billion.  This 
illustrates how critical a recovery of the Irish market would be for NAMA’s ultimate success in 
redeeming all of its senior debt.  At that time there were already some early signs that the Irish 
commercial property market was showing some improvement with the stabilisation of prime rents 
and increasing demand for Grade-A office space.  Although the market faced significant challenges, 
the scale of the price fall from November 2009 through 2012 was driving yields to more attractive 
levels, increasing foreign investor interest in Irish commercial assets. 

FIGURE 7:  PROPERTY MARKET PERFORMANCE AND NAMA ASSUMPTION OVERLAY 

Irish Commercial Property Price Trend and Stylised NAMA Assumption 

 

UK Commercial Property Price Trend and Stylised NAMA Assumption 

 

Source:  JLL Capital Values Index and IPD UK Monthly Index 

This initial strategy established NAMA’s bond redemption targets which have come to be one of the 
primary measures by which NAMA’s performance has been judged. 

Behind this broad strategy a detailed schedule of sales transactions was established to allow NAMA 
to achieve its first target of redeeming €7.5 billion of its senior notes by end 2013.  NAMA also 
committed to redeeming all of its senior notes by end 2020.  To achieve this, NAMA recognised the 
role it would have to play in supporting activity in the Irish property market and so set out as part of 
its business plan its intention to make €1 billion of Irish assets available for sale each year from 2012 
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to 2015.  A key assumption underlying the establishment of this strategy was that the fall in Irish 
property prices experienced since November 2009, would be recovered over the life of NAMA. 

To achieve its plan NAMA intended to offer for sale: 

o between 2012 and 2013, €8 to €10 billion of assets, including c. €2 billion of Irish 
assets; 

 allowing €7.5 billion of senior bond redemptions; 

o between 2014 and 2016, €9 to €12 billion of assets, including c. €5 billion of Irish 
assets; 

 allowing €8 billion of senior bond redemptions; and 

o between 2017 and 2020, €11 to €15 billion of assets, including c. €11 billion of Irish 
assets; 

 allowing €16 billion of senior bond redemptions. 

Figure 8 below presents a stylised version of these targets which more clearly conveys NAMA’s 
strategy of disposing of non-Irish assets during the initial years of its plan while incrementally 
increasing Irish disposal volumes into a recovering Irish market.  The plan also demonstrates a 
deliberate lag between disposal targets and redemption targets to allow NAMA to retain a 
reasonable cash buffer to meet collateral requirements, development capital and vendor financing 
requirements as well as the strategic need to protect against becoming or being perceived to be a 
forced seller due to impending debt redemption targets. 

FIGURE 8:  IRISH & NON IRISH DISPOSAL AND REDEMPTION TARGETS (MARCH 2012 STRATEGY) 

 

 

 

Source:  NAMA 
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6. Market Outturn and Performance versus Strategy10 

A. Market Outturn to YE2013 

As discussed above, and set out in Figure 9, between NAMA’s portfolio valuation date of November 
2009 and the finalisation of its strategic plan in March 2012, Irish commercial property values are 
estimated to have fallen by c. 22%.  Values continued to fall from November 2009 levels reaching c. 
27% declines by year end 2012.  By year end 2013, values had begun to recover, reclaiming some of 
the declines since November 2009. 

In contrast to the Irish market, the UK commercial property market had appreciated by over 10% 
from November 2009 to March 2012 and appeared to have reached an inflection point.  By 
December 2013 UK commercial property price indices reflected an 11% increase on November 2009 
values. 

                                                           
10 The discussion of NAMA’s performance excludes the performance of National Asset Resolution Limited, (“NARL”), and the 
impact of the Promissory Note transaction which is addressed separately in Section 10. 

FIGURE 9:  PROPERTY MARKET PERFORMANCE AND NAMA ASSUMPTION OVERLAY 

Irish Commercial Property Price Trend and Stylised NAMA Assumption 

 

UK Commercial Property Price Trend and Stylised NAMA Assumption 

 

Source:  JLL Capital Values Index and IPD UK Monthly Index 
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While NAMA’s underlying valuation and disposal decisions are much more asset specific than these 
broad market indices would imply, these market dynamics are generally consistent with NAMA’s high 
level market assumptions.  The relative performance of the UK and Irish markets supports NAMA’s 
strategic decision to focus on the early sale of appropriately valued UK assets and to defer the sale 
of Irish assets with greater valuation upside pending recovery later in NAMA’s life. 

B. NAMA Balance Sheet Development to YE2013 

In judging NAMA’s implementation of this strategy, a number of considerations must be taken into 
account with regard to the evolution of the portfolio.  As set out in Figure 10, the progression of the 
carrying value of the NAMA loan book (for accounting purposes) is impacted through the offsetting 
dynamics of receipts and payments from borrowers on the one hand and accrued interest, working 
capital advances, surplus income and profit on sales on the other hand. 

Changes in property valuations, underlying asset quality and borrower circumstances each play a 
part in NAMA’s strategy implementation at the asset level and so directly impact the overall 
evolution of NAMA’s loan portfolio.  Reflecting these factors and their impact on the expected 
recovery of its loans, NAMA incrementally increased the level of impairment on its loan book to €4.1 
billion at end 2013. 

Figure 10 reflects, on an accounting basis, the development of the carrying value of NAMA’s loans, 
taking into account loan movements since acquisition, new loans advanced less any impairment 
incurred subsequent to acquisition.  In aggregate from inception to end 2013 NAMA increased the 
accounting value of its loan portfolio by c. €5.4 billion through loan interest income earned, net profit 
realised on sale of loans above their carrying value and other surplus income, foreign exchange 
movements and other movements. 

NAMA reduced the accounting value of its loan portfolio over the same period by c. €11.6 billion 
through principal cash repayments and proceeds from the sale of loans and collateral, net of funds 
advanced to borrowers. 

FIGURE 10:  NAMA LOAN BOOK PROGRESSION 

  

 

Source:  NAMA 
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Together these movements have reduced the gross loan book by €6.2 billion from c. €30 billion at 
inception to c. €23.7 billion at end 2013.  Taking into account the impairment on the loan book, 
which reflects NAMA’s judgement of the amount and timing of future cash flows and the value of 
underlying collateral of the loan portfolio, by end 2013 the net carrying value of the loans had been 
reduced by a further €4.1 billion to €19.6 billion. 

NAMA assesses its loan book for impairment semi-annually.  The progressive increase in impairment 
reflects the impact of the deterioration since inception predominantly in Irish property values.  The 
most recent impairment exercise as of end 2013 represents the most robust impairment exercise 
undertaken by NAMA to date, entailing a line by line review of 85% of its loan assets. 

As NAMA is not a long term holder of its assets, NAMA’s 2013 provisioning placed particular focus on 
the reasonable estimation of disposal proceeds from property collateral underpinning loans.  NAMA 

performed a detailed three year forward 
review at end 2013 versus the two year 
forward review that was undertaken at 
end 2012 in establishing its views on the 
value of its loans. This review benefited 
from improved cash flow information 
around the PI managed assets which had 
not been available to the same extent in 
previous impairment exercises.  This 
resulted in an increase in provisions at end 
2013 of €0.9 billion to €4.1 billion.  This 
impairment brings the carrying value of 
NAMA’s loans closer to its estimation of 
the realisable disposal value of its loans. 

As set out in Figure 11, at end 2013, the 
€19.6 billion carrying value of NAMA’s net 
loans and receivables along with the €4.1 
billion of cash and cash equivalents 
totalled €23.7 billion versus the total 
senior debt outstanding of €22.7 billion.  
Very simplistically, taking into account 
NAMA’s view that the carrying value of its 
loan portfolio reflects its realisable value 

over the medium term, the €816 million of equity at end 2013 provides some directional insight into 
the expected outturn for NAMA under current economic and debtor business plan assumptions.  
Taking into account running costs and subordinated debt, the €816 million balance sheet surplus 
would imply that NAMA will be in a position to repay its senior debt in full but will rely on some level 
of recovery in the carrying value of its loan book to fully redeem the €1.6 billion of subordinated 
debt. 

As stated in NAMA’s 2013 Annual Report, the net loans and receivables balance sheet value reflects 
the discounted recoverable value of the loan book over NAMA’s lifetime.  In cases where the debtor 
generates cash over the discounted recoverable value, such cash is recognised as “surplus income” in 
the income statement.  In 2013, NAMA generated €53111 million of surplus income and estimated 
that it has an unrealised profit of approximately €0.9 billion in respect of such debtors, which if 

                                                           
11 €306 million of the €531 million was received as actual debt repayments in excess of NAMA carrying value, while the 
remaining €225 million reflects the positive net present value of a loan above the current carrying value of that loan, having 
subjected such values to stringent stressed assumptions. 

FIGURE 11:  STYLISED BALANCE SHEET 

 

Source:  NAMA 
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maintained, will be recognised as profit over the remaining life of NAMA, contributing to its ability to 
redeem its subordinated debt. 

It is important to note that the current carrying value of loans incorporates NAMA’s current 
approved strategy for a particular loan, including NAMA’s views on the general market performance 
over time.  For example, a loan secured by property which has not been granted planning 
permission, must be valued without taking into account the value uplift that reasonably may be 
expected once planning permission is secured.  In light of NAMA’s ongoing efforts to enhance the 
value of its loans through appropriate zoning, planning and development of the underlying assets 
and the fact that such value enhancement is not recognised in a loan’s carrying value until it has 
become part of an approved strategy for that asset, there may be significant value upside for the 
NAMA loan book over time which is not currently captured in current carrying value.  

Taking this into account, subject to the Risks set out in Section 11 and assuming a slow and steady 
recovery of the Irish property market and an economy absent significant macroeconomic shocks, it is 
reasonable to assume that NAMA will be in a position to repay not only its senior debt but also its 
subordinated debt in full.   

However, to the extent that NAMA is unable to improve the underlying value of the assets 
securing its loans and the market does not perform in line with NAMA’s expectations, projected 
disposal values may not be accurate and as a result, NAMA’s disposal and related redemption 
targets may not be achievable. 

Measuring NAMA’s performance and evaluating its potential outturn solely on an accounting basis is 
challenging due to IFRS accounting methodologies including the Effective Interest Rate (“EIR”) 
method.  The EIR method of accounting, which NAMA must employ under IFRS accounting standards, 
is designed to smooth accounting income over time by allocating interest income over the effective 
life of an asset at a pre-established interest rate.  This pre-established interest rate is the rate which 
exactly discounts the original estimated future net cash inflows, over the expected life of the loan, to 
the actual acquisition price paid for the loan.  In NAMA’s case the EIR was based upon the cash flow 
estimates used to establish the final consideration paid by NAMA for the loans, which reflected a 
22% premium to market value.  The timing of the actual cash receipts in the case of NAMA’s non-
performing loans will inevitably vary from the interest income recognised in NAMA’s accounts under 
EIR.  This will distort NAMA’s accounting profitability relative to its cash collections over time.  NAMA 
described this dynamic succinctly in its 2011 Annual Report, the relevant extract from which is set 
out below. 

Under IAS 39, the EIR is calculated on the initial recognition of the loan by NAMA. It is the rate which exactly 
discounts the original estimated future net cash inflows, over the expected life of the loan, to the actual 
acquisition price paid for the loan acquired. 

The EIR method spreads interest income at a constant rate over the life of the loan, regardless of the timing 
of cash receipts. In any given year, there is no direct link between interest recognised and the underlying cash 
received. However, over the life of a loan, the total cash received in excess of the opening loan balance will, 
after adjusting for any impairment losses, equal the interest income recognised under the EIR method. 

In practice, the actual cash flows on individual loans will rarely match the estimated future cash flows under 
the original LTEV (long-term economic value) methodology.  Changes will happen for a variety of reasons, 
including: 

 Variations (up or down) in the cash interest actually received from performing debtors or income 
generating collateral. 

 The amount of principal actually recovered on the loans (compared to the original expectation 
used to value the loan). 
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 The timing of the recovery of this loan principal (or any related property collateral), reflecting the 
time value of money implicit in the discounting of future cash flows. 

NAMA Annual Report 2011 

In light of this and given NAMA’s limited financial complexity and relatively short expected life, 
greater insight into NAMA’s performance can be provided through an evaluation of NAMA’s outturn 
on a cash basis. 

C. Cash Performance to YE2013 

As set out in Figure 12 and 14, from establishment to end 2013, NAMA generated €15.1 billion in 
total cash inflows, through €10.9 billion of asset disposals, €4.2 billion of non-disposal income 
(mainly rental receipts) and other income12. 

FIGURE 12:  SUMMARY CASH FLOWS (EXCLUDING NARL) 

 

 

Operational outflows from inception to end 2013 totalled €3.6 billion, made up of NAMA’s operating 
costs of €490 million; foreign exchange, debt servicing costs of €1.6 billion and capital drawdowns, 
vendor finance and other of €1.5 billion. 

The net effect of these inflows and outflows result in cumulative net operating cash flow of €11.5 
billion from inception to end 2013.  This level of cumulative net operating cash flow allowed NAMA 
to achieve its end 2013 senior bond redemption target of €7.5 billion of which €2.75 billion was 
redeemed during 2013.  Following the redemption of €7.5 billion of senior bonds, NAMA retained 
approximately €3.3 billion of cash and liquid assets, excluding c. €740 million of NTMA collateral. 

  

                                                           
12 Excludes €1.4 billion from payments of principal and interest received from the Special Liquidators to IBRC which is 
essentially a pass through item to redeem CBI held NAMA bonds issued as part of the Promissory Note transaction. 
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Disposal Income 

NAMA has overseen the sale of €10.5 billion worth of loans, property and other assets held as 
security, including the sale of over 10,000 individual properties mainly across Ireland and the UK.  As 

reflected in Figure 13, the majority 
of this disposal income, 58%, has 
come from the sale of London 
assets.  In line with NAMA’s 
strategy, the sale of Irish assets has 
accounted for only 16% of disposals 
since inception to end 2013. 

In 2013, improving market 
conditions enabled NAMA to sell 
substantial asset and loan 
portfolios, as is evident from the 
sustained high levels of disposal 
receipts in Q2, Q3 and Q4 of 2013 
in Figure 14.  Total sales in 2013 
generated €3.7 billion of cash.  This 
momentum has continued into 
2014.  In 2012 and 2013, Irish 

assets represented 13% and 22% of all NAMA disposals respectively, reflecting the deliberate 
increase in Irish sales activity in light of an improving market.  To end June 2014, Irish assets have 
represented approximately 50% of 2014 total sales, a trend NAMA expects will continue with 
Ireland’s continuing recovery. 

                                                           
13 Non-disposal income is net of NAMA approved debtor expenses, such as operating costs, property management costs, among others 

which are typically paid out of rental receipts prior to debt financing costs.   All amounts retained from gross remittances by debtors are 
agreed by NAMA as part of the debtor business plan. 

FIGURE 13:  DISPOSALS BY LOCATION FROM INCEPTION TO END-2013 

    

Source: NAMA 

FIGURE 14:  DEVELOPMENT OF DISPOSAL AND NON-DISPOSAL INCOME (EXCLUDING NARL)13 

 

Source: NAMA 
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This increased volume has been supported by the availability of liquidity in the global real estate 
markets combined with the favourable views regarding the Irish and UK markets held by the investor 
community.  This has led to increased levels of buyer competition for assets which has had a 
favourable impact on pricing. 

Non Disposal Income 

Through early engagement with NAMA debtors, NAMA significantly increased the level of non-
disposal income being captured across the portfolio above levels that had been captured by the PIs. 

Upon taking ownership of the loans, NAMA began engaging with each debtor to establish business 
plans aimed at maximising debtor repayments to NAMA.  In each case, as a precondition to 
establishing a debtor business plan, NAMA insisted upon the mandating of debtor cash flows to 
NAMA.  This resulted in the rapid capture of non-disposal income, mainly rental receipts, which has 
totalled €4.0 billion from inception to end 2013.  NAMA’s ability to capture such significant levels of 
non-disposal income has been crucial in NAMA achieving its objectives to date. 

The level of non-disposal income has varied over time with asset disposals, increases and decreases 
in occupancy and rental levels for debtor properties.  Non-disposal income is expected to decline 
over NAMA’s life as it continues to dispose of income producing properties. 

Operating Costs 

NAMA benefits from a flexible infrastructure and a cost base well suited to a wind down entity.  
NAMA is able to leverage the NTMA’s cost base through shared services across plant property and 
equipment, human resources, IT, finance and treasury operations.  In addition, all NAMA staff are 
NTMA employees on term contracts linked to NAMA’s requirements which also provides NAMA with 
greater flexibility in a wind down. 

NAMA also leverages the PIs’ asset servicing, collections and banking infrastructure to maintain 
efficiency.  Of the 780 debtor connections at year end 2013, 563 (generally those with par debt of 
less than €75 million) are serviced directly by the PIs.  NAMA directly manages the remaining 217 
debtor connections, generally with par debt in excess of €75 million.  The PIs are permitted to charge 
NAMA for this servicing on a cost recovery basis up to a maximum of 10bps of the gross value of 
loans outstanding.  To date the banks have charged at or below this level indicating that they have 
been able to fully recover the cost of this servicing. 

NAMA has leveraged its experience in outsourcing to the PIs to establish similar relationships with 
third party service providers on a predominantly variable costs basis.  These servicing arrangements 
provide NAMA with a largely variable cost base which positions NAMA with flexibility in reducing its 
PI costs in line with the reduction in its gross assets. 

NAMA’s operating costs reflect these efficiencies ranging between 10 and 13 basis points of gross 
loans and receivables which compares very favourably with the industry. 
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7. Portfolio Development to End 2013 

By year end 2013, while the total carrying value of the NAMA portfolio had reduced by over €12 
billion through a combination of disposals, provisions, and market movement, the geographical split 
of the expected disposal value of property had remained fairly consistent with c. 56% of property 
assets located in Ireland, c. 30% located in Britain, c. 4% in Northern Ireland15 and c. 10% in the rest 
of the World. 

Similarly, the value of NAMA’s portfolio is reasonably well distributed across a number of asset types.  
NAMA’s exposure to land, development and other assets has declined from c. 43% of the entire 
portfolio at year end 2009 to c. 39% at year-end 2013.  NAMA’s ability to avoid an increased 
concentration on land and development assets while reducing the total portfolio carrying value by 
over €12 billion from inception has helped to improve the prospect of NAMA achieving its objectives. 

                                                           
14 Portfolio concentration based on the expected disposal value of assets by geographic location. 
15 The sale of the Northern Ireland portfolio to Cerberus was agreed in early 2014, which will remove NAMA’s NI exposure. 
16 Portfolio concentration based on the expected disposal value of assets by geographic location. 

FIGURE 15:  PORTFOLIO CONCENTRATION BY LOCATION14 

YE2009  Carrying Value:  €31.8bn YE2013   Carrying Value:  €19.6bn 

  
Source:  NAMA. Source:  NAMA. 

FIGURE 16:  PORTFOLIO CONCENTRATION BY TYPE16 

YE2009  Carrying Value:  €31.8bn YE2013   Carrying Value:  €19.6bn 

  
Source:  NAMA. Source:  NAMA. 
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NAMA’s disposals to date have resulted from investor interest in the developed commercial real 
estate sector in London and the emergence over time of similar investor interest in Dublin.  As 
investor interest begins to flow into the residential and development sectors, NAMA anticipates 
being in a position to dispose of its assets more quickly than originally envisaged as previously set out 
in Figure 8. 

NAMA’s disposal and non-disposal expectations have accelerated with the bulk of the sales activity 
envisaged to take place between 2014 and 2016 as opposed to the previous plan which anticipated 
the bulk of activity occurring between 2017 and 2020.  Whereas NAMA previously envisaged 
generating disposal proceeds of c. €10 billion and c. €13 billion between 2014 - 2016 and 2017 - 2020 
respectively, in light of improving market conditions, NAMA now expects to be able to generate 
disposal proceeds of c. €18 billion and c. €5 billion over these two periods as set out below in Figure 
17.  The acceleration of disposal income will also likely reduce non-disposal income more quickly as 
income producing assets are sold. 

FIGURE 17:  DEVELOPMENT OF DISPOSAL & NON-DISPOSAL INCOME 
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8. Planned NAMA Initiatives  

Portfolio sales 

With asset disposals set to continue in both Ireland and across Europe, NAMA will likely face 
competition for investment.  It is encouraging that significant debt financing is currently available to 
support portfolio acquisitions. 

At mid May 2014, IBRC had successfully disposed of close to 90 per cent of all assets which it brought 
to market.  In light of this success, NAMA has been removed as the reserve bidder for assets in the 
IBRC liquidation process.  The success of the IBRC loan sales process has reconfirmed to investors 
that Irish institutions are committed sellers of non-performing loans.  Due to the level of interest and 
the availability of financing on attractive terms, the pricing of the IBRC loan sales processes surprised 
on the upside, further evidencing the weight of debt and equity capital that is available for 
investment.  The availability of this capital, the low rate environment and the positive investor 
disposition towards Ireland creates a significant opportunity for NAMA to capitalise on this interest. 

In addition, the IBRC process provided successful acquirers with the critical mass to establish and 
invest in local servicing platforms, increasing their capacity and appetite for further acquisitions.  
Bidders who were unsuccessful in the recent IBRC processes are also likely to pursue future 
opportunities in Ireland given their investment of time and resources to date in evaluating the Irish 
market. 

Investor interest, however, is not exclusive to NAMA.  NAMA is facing the prospect of a significant 
increase in competing supply.  Ulster Bank has recently launched its restructuring programme which 
will ultimately lead to significant asset disposals by end 2016, the majority of which will be Irish.  
Investor interest has also turned to opportunities in Spain, Portugal and more recently Italy as well as 
other European jurisdictions undertaking significant deleveraging programmes.  Investors have cited 
the European asset quality review and stress tests to be completed in 2014 as a potential catalyst for 
additional deleveraging by European banks. 

Recognising the importance of supporting credible investor interest in and commitment to Irish 
assets in sustaining disposal activity at attractive prices, NAMA announced plans in February 2014 to 
offer property portfolios with a minimum value of €250 million for sale in each quarter and 
announced plans to reach its 2016 debt redemption target of €15 billion by end 2014, indicating a 
significant acceleration of disposal activity. 

In light of the emergence of competing supply, it is important that NAMA provide the market with 
visibility around its medium term portfolio disposal pipeline to ensure potential acquirers are able to 
confidently allocate resources to pursuing Irish opportunities. 

In addition to 1,995 individual asset sales achieved in 2013 which form a core part of NAMA’s 
operations, NAMA is focussing on creating and offering loan and property portfolios attractive to 
larger institutional investors, including REITs, which favour sizable transactions.  It is the current level 
of investor interest in and availability of attractive financing for Irish assets that has allowed NAMA to 
achieve competitive pricing on larger portfolios and avoid the portfolio discounts which would have 
been present had NAMA come to market with such portfolios prior to the emergence of this 
demand. 

Market intelligence would suggest that the target returns of buyers have tempered over time, 
declining from the high teens (16-19% levered return) to the mid to low teens (11-14% levered 
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returns), depending upon the asset class.17  (See Appendix D for details.)  With increases in portfolio 
sales pricing, the ultimate returns to investors decline.  Signs are emerging in the market that the 
acquisition of high quality Dublin commercial property is becoming challenging for private equity 
investors due to their high investment return requirements.  In light of this, it is important that 
NAMA continues to encourage interest and facilitate the rotation of investors in higher quality assets 
towards lower risk, lower return longer term investors, such as newly established Irish property 
REITs.  This dynamic can be seen through the recent success of Green REIT and PIMCO in the 
acquisition of NAMA’s Central Park assets in part due to their ability to accept a lower return on a 
high quality investment than more speculative investors.  Similarly, Kennedy Wilson has recently 
indicated that as prices in Ireland continue to rise it will refocus its efforts in other European markets 
where it may believe it can achieve abnormal returns.18 

Joint Ventures / Asset securitisation 

Prompted in part by discussions held in preparing this review, NAMA has recently invited expressions 
of interest from parties who have the capacity to invest with NAMA on a joint venture basis where 
such opportunities arise.  This initiative has been designed to support transactional activity in the 
Irish market by creating a register of interested JV partners with which NAMA can engage as 
potential opportunities arise. 

NAMA has welcomed the very strong level of interest from over 100 Irish and international firms 
involved in construction, investment and asset management.  The interest shown by counterparties 
in forming joint ventures with NAMA provides another signal of the current positive investor 
sentiment towards NAMA and Ireland. 

To date NAMA has entered into joint ventures to develop two strategic sites in the Dublin Docklands 
on City Quay and Hanover Quay.  The current expressions of interest indicate that there may be 
additional joint venture opportunities available to NAMA in achieving its objectives. 

NAMA has also recently invited proposals to acquire a long leasehold interest on a key Dublin 
Docklands site.  While not a joint venture, this arrangement provides NAMA and the acquirer with a 
shared interest in maximising value around an agreed development plan.  The arrangement may 
provide the acquirer the right to develop, manage and realise the site, while allowing NAMA to 
realise substantial upfront proceeds and to retain the freehold interest, thereby retaining influence 
over the development, and maximising its return via a progressive ground rent structure. 

  

                                                           
17 “Eastdil Secured – European Market Update”, April 2014. 
18 “Property Giant Kennedy Wilson Warns Irish Market 'moving ahead of itself”, Irish Independent, 26 June 2014 
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9. Funding and Participating Institutions  

NAMA benefits from a low cost of funding.  NAMA is almost entirely funded by Government 
guaranteed senior notes which carry a one year maturity and yield 6 month Euribor, reset semi-
annually.  NAMA’s total cost of funds is dominated by these low cost senior notes and increases 
slightly with the addition of hedging costs and its 5.264% subordinated debt.  Taking all of this into 
account for the year ended 2013 NAMA’s total cost of funds was c. 1.3%. 

With regard to the term of NAMA senior notes, the PIs have the right to redeem their NAMA senior 
notes for cash at each annual maturity.  In May 2011, the Minister for Finance issued a direction to 
NAMA under Section 14 of the NAMA Act to remove the extendible maturity option from the senior 
notes and to grant the holder the right to demand cash settlement of the senior notes at each 
maturity date.  To date each PI has chosen to physically settle (or “roll over”) their NAMA senior 
notes at each maturity date by accepting newly issued NAMA senior notes with a one year maturity. 

NAMA has managed the annual uncertainty around the PIs’ right to demand cash settlement at 
maturity, i.e. “rollover risk”, through active engagement with the PIs, but perhaps more importantly 
by establishing and achieving credible senior note redemption targets.  The PIs are aware that a 
demand to redeem their NAMA notes for cash at maturity would likely have serious cash flow 
implications for NAMA which may necessitate a call on the Government guarantee.  The PIs are also 
aware that such a call on the Government guarantee would have significant negative repercussions 
for the Sovereign, the Irish economy and the PIs themselves. 

In making the decision to “roll over” their NAMA notes on an annual basis, the PIs willingly extend 
the effective maturity of their notes.  In light of this dynamic and basing the resulting “effective 
maturity” of the NAMA senior notes on the expected redemption profile, it is not surprising that the 
PIs characterise the NAMA senior notes as low yielding relative to their “effective maturity”. 

Assuming various weighted average maturity profiles for the senior notes based on NAMA’s expected 
redemption profile, the difference between the current yield and what a holder may consider a more 
appropriate economic price for the duration of their sovereign exposure can be quantified. 

FIGURE 18:  INTEREST INCOME DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN 6 MONTH EURIBOR AND THE IRISH SOVEREIGN 

 

As set out in Figure 18, assuming various effective weighted average maturities and a continued 
willingness of the PIs to “roll over” their exposure on an annual basis until redemption, the NAMA 
senior notes yield less that the equivalent duration Irish Sovereign Bond.  It is this dynamic that has 
contributed to commentary regarding the “drag” NAMA notes are having on the PI’s net interest 
margins. 

It should be understood that the notes are not unprofitable for the PIs.  However, they are low 
yielding, as sovereign bonds typically are, and so do depress the PIs’ broader net interest margin 
(“NIM”).  Given the importance of NIM as a performance metric used by investors, it is 
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understandable that the PIs draw attention to the low yielding NAMA notes and express a pro-forma 
NIM excluding the impact of NAMA notes. 

The ministerial guarantee supporting the NAMA notes allows them to benefit from a 0% risk 
weighting for capital purposes and ECB eligible collateral status for liquidity purposes.  This prevents 
the notes from having negative capital implications or placing constraints on PI lending. 

While the PIs’ significant exposure to NAMA notes is a stark reminder of the financial crisis and may 
complicate the PIs’ equity stories, investors should be able to understand the PIs’ underlying pro-
forma NIM.  It is unlikely that the notes have a material impact on the PIs’ equity market valuation. 

This NIM drag would be lessened by any measure which reduces the PIs’ holdings of NAMA notes or 
increases their yield, such as an acceleration of NAMA’s senior note redemptions or a re-profiling of 
the term and pricing of the senior notes in line with their “effective maturity”.  However, it should be 
noted that any interest rate increase of the NAMA senior notes would result in a direct value transfer 
between NAMA and the PIs, increasing NAMA’s interest expense and the PIs’ interest income.  Any 
interest rate increase of the senior notes would also reduce NAMA’s overall outturn and depending 
upon the level of the increase would reduce the likelihood that NAMA’s subordinated debt would 
pay an annual coupon and ultimately be redeemed at par. 
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10. Contribution to Social and Economic Development 

In accordance with Section 2(viii) of the Act which requires NAMA to contribute to the social and 
economic development of the State, NAMA works closely with the IDA and Government 
Departments to identify suitable properties and facilitate property transactions.  NAMA facilitates a 
dialogue between NAMA debtors and third parties to enable the latter to purchase suitable property 
for social, sporting and other public purposes.  To this end the NAMA Board has committed to giving 
first option to State bodies on the purchase of property which may be suitable for their purposes 
where these bodies have requirements such as schools, hospitals, and so on.  NAMA officials have 
had contact with officials of the Department of Environment, Community and Local Government, 
Department of Education and Skills, Department of Tourism, Culture and Sport, the HSE, local 
authorities and other public bodies to explore the scope for such arrangements. 

Development & Vendor finance 

In accordance with the Act, NAMA have launched initiatives to facilitate the availability of credit in 
the economy, contribute to the social and economic development of the State and protect or 
otherwise enhance the value of the assets, all while protecting the interest of the taxpayer. 

In May 2012 NAMA announced its intention to provide development funding of €2 billion, on a 
commercial basis, for the completion of construction projects currently in progress and the 
development of new projects to meet growth needs of the economy.  To end 2013, NAMA has 
approved close to €1 billion in development funding in Ireland and €500 million of this has been 
drawn down. 

NAMA is also generating activity in the property market by committing to provide up to €2 billion in 
vendor finance to facilitate investment in Irish commercial property.  NAMA advanced €360 million in 
vendor finance during 2013. 

80:20 Deferred Payment Initiative 

In 2012, NAMA also launched a Deferred Payment Initiative to encourage sales in the residential 
market.  Of the 224 homes that were included in the initiative and have been sold since launch, 50% 
of the purchasers availed of the 80:20 Deferred Payment Initiative.  In January 2014, NAMA 
announced that the initiative was to be closed to new entrants with effect from 31 May 2014 
indicating that it had achieved its objective.  The initiative was intended as a short-term measure to 
remove the fear of negative equity for buyers at a time when there were few residential property 
transactions in the Irish market.  Although take up of the initiative was limited, the fact that buyers 
are no longer actively seeking protection from price falls is a welcome sign. 

Social Housing 

NAMA works closely with the Minister for Environment, Community and Local Government, the 
Minister for Housing and Planning and with the housing bodies directly to maximise the possible 
delivery of properties controlled by its debtors and receivers for social housing.  By end 2013, 596 
social housing units were delivered to housing bodies under NAMA's social housing initiative and 
NAMA expects that another 500 properties will be taken up by local authorities and housing bodies 
in 2014.  Another 900 residential units could potentially be delivered in 2015/16.  NAMA has 
identified almost 4,400 residential properties as being available for social housing of which demand 
has been confirmed to the Housing Agency for over 2,055 properties.  While NAMA is working closely 
with housing bodies, it is clear that suitable properties within NAMA may not always be in locations 
with high social housing demand. 
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Rent Abatement 

NAMA is supporting employment in small and medium business in the retail sector through rent 
abatements and longer-term rent reliefs for businesses who are paying above market rents where it 
can be shown that the level of rent is threatening the viability of the business.  To end 2013, NAMA 
had approved rent abatements with an annual aggregate value of €18 million and long-term rent 
reliefs worth in excess of €40 million over the life-time of the related leases.  In addition, NAMA has 
issued guidance to the market, which is now being used as a model across government in situations 
where the State acts as landlord through various institutions. 

Foreign Direct Investment 

NAMA works closely with the IDA to identify suitable commercial properties to meet the 
requirements of foreign direct investment and this collaboration has produced a number of major 
lettings.  These include the decision by Facebook to move into a new 120,000 square foot Grade A 
office space in Grand Canal Square in Dublin, giving it the potential to double its workforce in Ireland.  
Other recent examples include the letting of a number of office blocks at Elm Park to the Swiss 
pharmaceutical firm, Novartis, and the purchase by Scottish and Southern Energy of its new 
corporate headquarters at Leopardstown.   

Please see NAMA’s 2013 Annual report for additional discussion of these initiatives. 

IBRC Liquidation 

NAMA has supported the recovery of the State through the important role it played in the 
Promissory Note transaction and subsequent liquidation of IBRC.  NAMA’s acquisition of the IBRC 
facility deed insulated the CBI from direct exposure to the IBRC liquidation.  It is unlikely that the 
Promissory Note transaction would have been possible without NAMA playing this key role. 

In February 2013, NAMA was directed by the Minister to purchase from the CBI the €12.9 billion IBRC 
facility deed in exchange for the issuance of €12.9 billion government guaranteed NAMA senior 
bonds to the CBI.  NAMA was further instructed to acquire at an independently established reserve 
price any IBRC loan assets that were not sold above that independently established reserve price.  
The facility deed, which was supported by a floating charge over IBRC’s otherwise unencumbered 
assets, was expected to be discharged during the course of the IBRC liquidation through a mix of cash 
proceeds and loan assets transferred to NAMA at the reserve price through these sales processes. 

The sales processes conducted by the Special Liquidators have been exceptionally successful with a 
high level of interest in almost all portfolios from a variety of investors.  NAMA’s presence as a 
credible reserve buyer helped to maximise the values the Special Liquidators were able to achieve in 
these sales processes. 

Given the success of the recent sales processes and continued interest in IBRC assets, the Special 
Liquidators have confirmed to the Minister that they expect that the proceeds from the sale of the 
IBRC assets will be sufficient to repay the facility deed in full without resorting to the transfer of 
assets from IBRC to NAMA.  As a result, NAMA’s role as reserve buyer was revoked by the Minister in 
April 2014.  NAMA will now not acquire any loan assets from the IBRC liquidation. 

The Special Liquidators expect to repay the facility deed in full with cash by year end 2014, resulting 
in an accelerated redemption of the CBI held NAMA bonds. 

Removing NAMA as a bidder of last resort from the remaining IBRC sales processes and so avoiding 
the transfer of IBRC assets to NAMA will prevent any further disruption to the NAMA business model 
that would occur through the transfer, revaluation and establishment of new loan management 
functions for these assets. 
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In 2013, NAMA incurred expenses of approximately €5.7 million relating to: 

1) the establishment of National Asset Resolution Limited (“NARL”); 

2) the preparatory work necessary for NAMA to be in a position to acquire IBRC assets if 
necessary; and 

3) the transfer of IBRC’s servicing role as a participating institution to a third party service 
provider. 

While these expenses are significant, they will have been offset by the net interest income earned on 
the facility deed in place with IBRC.  The remaining expenses are justified through the enhanced 
value achieved through the IBRC liquidation largely for the benefit of the State which can be partly 
attributed to NAMA’s role as reserve buyer.  
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11. Risks to Achieving Objectives 

Current Market Context 

NAMA’s ability to achieve its objectives is premised on the assumption that international investors 
will maintain their strong appetite for Irish assets and that there will be no major macroeconomic 
or financial shocks which would cause investors to revise their current positive view of Ireland or 
of property as an asset class. 

There is currently very strong investor appetite for loan sales in Ireland, the UK and more broadly 
across European markets.  This appetite is supported by significant levels of liquidity available to 
finance acquisitions in a low interest rate environment.  In light of recent transaction activity, 
commitments to ongoing sales and a confidence in the local market environment and infrastructure, 
Ireland and the UK have emerged as preferred markets for investment. 

Market interest is being supported by a large amount of liquidity in global real estate markets 
seeking deployment.  It has been estimated that over €125 billion of equity has been raised for 
distressed real estate investment globally.  Europe is the primary market in which this capital is 
expected to be deployed.  This level of liquidity is having a noticeable impact on the competition for 
assets and as a result has increased pricing which has been evident recently in both IBRC and NAMA 
sales processes. 

A significant amount of debt financing is also available from large international lending banks 
currently carrying significant excess liquidity.  A significant accumulation of excess liquidity in the US 
banking system provides some insight into the source of this low cost debt financing which is helping 
to support acquisition values.  From December 2007 to June 2013 the consolidated US bank loan to 
deposit ratio decreased from 93% to 70% as deposit levels increased from an estimated $8.4 trillion 
to an estimated $10.8 trillion while loan levels remained static.  This created an estimated $2.4 
trillion of excess liquidity which these banks continue to deploy in the current low rate 
environment.19  Given the amount of financing available, these large financing banks prefer to fund 
large transactions, allowing for the deployment of sizeable amounts of funding in single transactions. 

The quantity of excess liquidity at the large financing banks and the significant amount of equity 
raised in pursuit of European opportunities has led to a significant interest in, aggressive financing 
levels for and robust pricing of large portfolios.  Over the last two years, the level and cost of debt 
financing available for European loan portfolio and asset acquisitions has strengthened.  Monetary 
policy and a persistent low interest rate environment have encouraged this liquidity to move away 
from higher rated, lower yielding asset classes in a search for yield.  This dynamic is supporting the 
level and availability of low cost financing for large loan and asset portfolio sales. 

Figure 19 plots the financing level (green) and financing costs (blue) for a number of loan and assets 
portfolio sales between November 2011 and April 2014.  The trends visible in this graph clearly 
demonstrate the increasing levels and lower cost of financing that have been made available to 
support these acquisitions.  The upward sloping green line denotes an increase in senior debt 
financing levels from c. 50% to c. 70% of the total acquisition price.  Similarly, the downward sloping 
blue line illustrates the reduction in cost of senior financing from spreads of c. 550bps to c. 350 bps 
over the period.  Full details of the transactions sampled for this analysis can be found in Appendix D. 

 

                                                           
19 Eastdil Secured, Global Real Estate Capital Markets Forum:  Impacts on the UK and Europe 
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FIGURE 19:  CHANGES IN ACQUISITION FINANCING LEVELS 

 

Source:  Eastdil Secured, market information 

High levels of investment capital have increased the achievability and the relative attractiveness of 
large portfolio sales.  These market dynamics have helped to eliminate the “portfolio discount” that 
is typically associated with larger portfolio sales.  This dynamic has been recognised by industry 
participants with Cushman & Wakefield referring to a current “mega-deal premium” rather than the 
typical “portfolio discount”.20 

These market dynamics will likely persist over the medium term.  However, the current interest rate 
environment and excess liquidity will not persist indefinitely.  Indications that the US and UK may 
begin a cycle of tightening monetary policy in the medium term presents a risk to this opportunity as 
current levels and cost of financing will likely begin to normalise as a result given the predominance 
of US and UK based institutions providing debt financing for acquisitions of Irish assets.21 

As long as these market conditions do persist, there is an opportunity for NAMA to sell large 
portfolios into this demand more quickly than would have been predicted as recently as mid-2013.  
The IBRC liquidation fostered a significant amount of interest and activity in the non-performing loan 
sales market with a particular focus on Irish sellers and Irish assets.  The success of the IBRC portfolio 
sales has substantiated the level of investor appetite and availability of attractive debt financing that 
currently is supporting pricing. 

Given the level of capital and funding to be deployed, investors continue to evaluate other markets 
and other opportunities.  While investor interest is expected to remain in the UK and Ireland, market 
participants expect to see increasing disposal activity across Europe over the coming years with 
particular focus on Spain, Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands over the course of 2014 and 2015. 

To date, investor interest in Ireland has been supported in part by a visible pipeline of investment 
opportunities resulting from the Irish banks’ mandated deleveraging programmes, NAMA’s ongoing 
sales activity and the liquidation of IBRC.  A sustained level of disposal activity is expected in Ireland.  
In addition to NAMA’s ongoing disposal activity, IBRC will be completing its liquidation and sellers 
such as Ulster Bank and Permanent TSB are planning to come to market with significant volumes of 
commercial real estate (“CRE”) loans over the next three years.  Cushman & Wakefield estimates 

                                                           
20 “Frenetic Start to 2014 for European Loan Sales”, Cushman & Wakefield, 2 May 2014. 
21 Financiers most active in recent sales processes include JPMorgan, RBC, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, Nomura, Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch, Deutsche Bank, Morgan Stanley, Wells Fargo and Credit Suisse, among others. 
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between €40 and €50 billion in European CRE loan sales volume in 2014.  To May 2014, NAMA have 
contributed 22% of total closed European sales, 49% if the IBRC loan sales are excluded22.   

NAMA’s ability to continue to capture investor interest will depend upon its ability to identify, 
prepare and bring portfolios to the market in a way and at a speed that continues to attract 
investor interest from among a competing supply of assets. 

Stability of NAMA’s Operational Capacity 

NAMA’s ability to achieve its objectives is premised on the assumption that NAMA can retain the 
required operational capacity and staffing expertise. 

The recruitment and retention of staff with the appropriate level of expertise remains crucial if 
NAMA is to continue to deliver on its strategic objectives.  The failure to retain staff could prove 
disruptive to the effective management of debtor relationships and effective oversight of debtor 
business plans compromising the ultimate recovery for the taxpayer. 

The Irish economy is beginning to recover and alternative employment opportunities are available to 
NAMA employees.  As a result, staff turnover could potentially become a larger problem for NAMA 
over time.  In accordance with Section 42 of the Act the NTMA provide staff to NAMA on fixed term 
contracts which last for the lifetime of the Agency.  As NTMA staff, employees are bound by public 
sector terms and conditions including wage agreements and salary caps.  Continued and potentially 
increased loss of staff poses a significant risk to the achievement of NAMA’s objectives.  NAMA has 
identified this as a key risk to their business plans. 

If NAMA is unable to remain competitive in terms of compensation levels and professional 
experience and development, NAMA will likely find it difficult to retain its highly skilled workforce to 
the detriment of the ultimate return to the State. 

Any proposal from NAMA to help safeguard its operational capacity and staffing expertise should 
receive careful consideration in light of potential value implications. 

Maintaining Borrower Cooperation 

There is a risk to NAMA’s sustainable asset management capability from potential debtor fatigue.  
Debtors have engaged extensively with NAMA on the establishment and implementation of business 
plans with a view to paying off their loans.  However, after a number of years working with NAMA, 
debtors are seeking certainty regarding recourse and their ultimate exit from NAMA.  The longer the 
debtor resolution process extends, the more a debtor may feel that insolvency or bankruptcy may be 
a viable alternative to end their relationship with NAMA more quickly.  NAMA are exploring ways to 
combat the potential for such debtor fatigue to compromise their ultimate recovery values. 

  

                                                           
22 Source:  European Real Estate Loan Sales Market Q1 2014, Cushman Wakefield, April 2014 
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12. Momentum into 2014 and Conclusion 

NAMA achieved its 2013 debt redemption target, redeeming at total of €7.5 billion of senior bonds.  
In light of the improving market for Irish commercial property, the NAMA board remains confident 
that it will repay all of its senior bonds by 2020.  Reflecting this confidence, the Section 53 Annual 
Statement for 2014, published in October 2013, established a target to redeem a further €7.5 billion 
of senior debt by 2016 bringing the total redemptions by to €15 billion or 50% of the senior bonds.  
Reflecting positive market sentiment, NAMA subsequently announced the acceleration of this target 
to year end 2014 in light of, and assuming the continued market demand for Irish assets. 

Reflecting further positive momentum, to end June 2014, NAMA has redeemed another €5.5 billion 
of senior debt, bringing total redemptions to €13 billion.  NAMA is confident that it will achieve by 
the end of 2014 what had been its 2016 target to redeem €15 billion or 50% of the senior bonds.  In 
early 2014, NAMA also paid a coupon on its subordinated debt for the first time, reflecting increasing 
confidence in its ability to not only continue paying such a coupon but also to ultimately redeem the 
subordinated debt at par. 

The establishment of NAMA at a time of financial crisis was a bold decision that has helped to 
provide clarity and certainty when it was most needed. 

Based on effective and appropriately flexible legislation, NAMA has created itself from scratch to 
become a well-respected market participant with the primary objective of securing value for the Irish 
taxpayer.   

To date NAMA has successfully created an infrastructure to acquire, service and deal with a large and 
complex impaired loan portfolio.  NAMA has established itself as a well-respected asset manager 
capable of maximising value through the effective winding down of its large portfolio of impaired 
loans.  It has generated over €20 billion in proceeds since inception with which it has redeemed €13 
billion of its government guaranteed senior bonds.  NAMA has been able to maintain a positive 
equity position while prudently valuing its loan assets in line with its disposal plans.  Given this 
current position and the improving momentum in the Irish economy, NAMA is more confident than 
ever that it will be in a position to fulfil its objectives and redeem not only the remaining outstanding 
government guaranteed senior debt at par, but also be in a position to redeem its outstanding 
subordinated debt at par. 

NAMA’s performance continues to have a positive impact on the perception of the Irish market and 
the strength of the Sovereign as was reflected in Moody’s recent two notch upgrade from Baa3 to 
Baa1, when it cited the “very sharp” reduction in off-balance sheet exposure referring to NAMA’s 
senior bond redemptions as well as the success of the IBRC liquidation process. 

All major rating agencies now classify the Irish sovereign as investment grade and have factored in 
NAMA’s progress to date and expected progress. 

 On May 16, 2014, Moody’s upgraded the Irish sovereign by two notches from Baa3 to Baa1, 
citing the accelerated reduction in the State’s contingent liability due to the acceleration of 
NAMA’s debt redemptions and the recent successes of the IBRC liquidation.   

“The most significant positive credit development since the beginning of the year concerns 
the reduction in the government's contingent liabilities. Ireland's National Asset Management 
Agency (NAMA) has been able to accelerate the sale of its (mainly) property assets in the 
context of a rapidly improving real estate market. A scenario that the market for NAMA's 
assets would not recover before the targeted closing date for the institution has essentially 
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disappeared in these circumstances. It is now clear that NAMA's assets will generate more 
than enough cash flow to pay off the EUR 30 billion in debt it raised to acquire those assets; 
more than 50% of that debt is expected to be paid off by the end of 2014. In fact, NAMA 
officials now expect that the bulk of the agency's debt will be repaid by the end of 2016 and 
that the agency will close its doors two years earlier than the 2020 original plan.”   

Moody’s, 17 May 2014 

 On June 6, 2014, S&P upgraded the Irish sovereign to A-, specifically recognising the benefits 
to Ireland's credit worthiness from NAMA's accelerated bond repayments and went further 
in anticipating that NAMA will increase the pace of bond redemptions in 2014, raising the 
possibility of a faster decline in levels of general government debt to GDP. 

“We also note the €3 billion prepayment of senior debt by National Asset Management 
Agency (NAMA), Ireland's publicly owned bad bank, which we include in the general 
government sector. From repayments of €10.5 billion to date, we anticipate that NAMA will 
increase the pace of bond redemptions this year. This raises the possibility of a faster decline 
in levels of general government debt to GDP.”   

Standard and Poors, 6 June 2014 

While NAMA’s confidence is increasing, significant risks remain.   

NAMA’s positive outlook is largely based on the assumption that investors will maintain a strong 
appetite for Irish assets and that there will be no major macroeconomic or financial shocks which 
could negatively impact this interest.   

In addition, it is assumed that NAMA will be able to retain its operational capabilities through the 
retention of key staff during the course of its disposal strategy. 

In conclusion, NAMA has made significant progress in achieving its overall objectives and so should 
continue. 

Based on NAMA’s performance to date and its financial projections in light of the strength of 
current investor interest in Ireland, NAMA is well positioned to achieve its objectives. 

Assuming a slow and steady recovery of the Irish property market absent significant 
macroeconomic shocks, NAMA will likely be in a position to repay both its senior debt and its 
subordinated debt at par prior to 2020 as originally expected.  

It is possible that NAMA could also provide a return to its equity holders, both the taxpayer and 
the other equity investors23, if the market recovery exceeds current expectations. 

In light of this emerging confidence in NAMA’s ability to achieve its objectives, active consideration 
has also been given to NAMA’s future strategic direction.  The results of this consideration are set 
out below: 

 NAMA is committing to achieve the redemption of a minimum of 80% of its senior debt by 
end 2016, a full two years ahead of schedule. 

                                                           
23 51% of NAMAIL’s shares are owned in equal proportion by three private companies (Walbrook Capital, New Ireland 
Assurance Co. plc and Percy Nominees Ltd., a nominee of Prescient Investment Managers) and the remaining 49% are 
owned by NAMA.  Under the shareholder agreement the maximum return which will be paid to the private investors by 
way of dividend is restricted to the 10 year Irish Government bond yield applying at the declaration of the dividend.  In 
addition the maximum investment return to the private investors is capped under the articles of association of NAMAIL. 
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 NAMA will endeavour to clearly set out its pipeline of portfolio sales to the market to help 
sustain investor interest in and commitment to the Irish market. 

 NAMA is committing to take full advantage of the current strong investor interest in Irish 
assets and will maintain a flexible approach with a view to accelerating disposals and 
resulting redemptions beyond the 80% target, while remaining faithful to its overall 
objectives and the purposes of NAMA under the Act. 

 Any proposal to help safeguard NAMA’s operational capacity and staffing expertise should 
receive careful consideration in light of potentially significant value implications associated 
with losing key employees. 

 NAMA has also agreed, in the context of the above targets, that it will protect its ability to 
exercise a sufficient level of control to ensure timely and coherent delivery of key Grade A 
office space within the Dublin Docklands SDZ and Dublin’s Central Business District and 
more generally to maximise the delivery of residential housing units in areas of most need. 

It is important to re-iterate that achieving these targets is premised on the assumption that 
international investors will maintain their strong appetite for Irish assets and that there will be no 
major macroeconomic or financial shocks which would cause investors to revise their current 
positive view of Ireland or of property as an asset class.  In addition it is assumed that NAMA can 
retain the required operational capacity and staffing expertise. 
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Appendix A - NAMA Group Structure 

FIGURE 20:  NAMA GROUP STRUCTURE 

 

 
Source:  http://www.nama.ie/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/GroupStructureChart.gif  
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Appendix B – Consideration for Loans 

FIGURE 21:  CONSIDERATION FOR LOANS 

 
Source:  C&AG S226 Report and NAMA 

€ in millions AIB BoI IBRC Total

Loan Balance 21,284 9,867 43,000 74,151

Derivatives 74 44 145 263

Borrower Debt 21,358 9,911 43,145 74,414

Market Value of Property (30 November 

2009)
9,660 5,681 17,076 32,417

Long Term Value of Underlying 

Property

Land (including development property 

<30% complete)
3,051 1,516 3,956 8,523

Res identia l  property for resa le 1,975 960 2,300 5,235

Investment property 4,202 2,788 9,274 16,264

Hotels 566 502 2,399 3,467

Development property (>30% 

complete)
570 423 614 1,607

Total 10,364 6,189 18,543 35,096

NAMA Valuation

Col latera l  associated with loans

Present va lue of property cash flows 10,019 6,055 18,243 34,317

Cash securi ty 98 61 329 488

Other securi ty 585 137 646 1,368

Total  col latera l 10,702 6,253 19,218 36,173

Excess  col latera l (997) (483) (1,394) (2,874)

Legal  discount (87) (2) (405) (494)

Collateral avaialable to the state 9,618 5,768 17,419 32,805

Due di l igence and enforcement 

adjustment
(376) (206) (668) (1,250)

Net loan col latera l  9,242 5,562 16,751 31,555

Qual i fying advances 148 50 195 393

Initia l  cons ideration 9,390 5,612 16,946 31,948

Post acquis i tion adjustment (30) (23) (117) (170)

Final consideration 9,360 5,589 16,829 31,778

Discount 56% 44% 61% 57%

Loan Current Market Value 7,720 4,590 13,841 26,150

State Aid 21% 22% 22% 22%
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Appendix B - Consideration for Loans (cont’d.) 

Loan balance  The amounts owed by borrowers at loan valuation date and including qualifying advances made 
after 7 April 2009.24 

Derivatives  The market value at acquisition time of the performing financial derivatives for which NAMA 
gave consideration.  

Borrower debt  This is the total of the loan balances and the value of the associated performing derivatives 
owed by the borrowers.  

Market value of property  The market value of property at 30 November 2009 pledged as collateral by borrowers.  

Long-term value of underlying property  The long-term value of land, residential and investment property, hotels and development 
property is the market value plus the uplift applied by NAMA to derive the property’s long-term 
value. These are the proceeds that it is anticipated the properties would realise if disposed of 
when the market crisis conditions have normalised.  

Present value of property cash flows  The present values of the real estate collateral cash flows associated with the loans that 
comprise the assumed disposal proceeds and any projected rental income discounted to present 
values using the NAMA discount rates.  

Cash security  Cash held as collateral by the participating banks.  

Other security  The collateral, other than property or cash, held as security by the participating banks.  

Excess collateral  In some instances, the value of the collateral provided by borrowers exceeded amounts owed. 
Adjustments were made so that the consideration given did not exceed the loan balances and 
associated derivatives. In some cases, the legal structure of a borrower’s loans prevented cross 
collateralisation to other loans.  

Legal discount  The amount that has been deducted by NAMA arising from legal issues relating to the possible 
enforceability of NAMA’s security and title rights over loan collateral.  

Collateral available to the State  The net value of the collateral pledged by borrowers — the present value of property cash flows 
and the current market value of other securities less excess collateral and any legal discounts 
applied by NAMA.  

Due diligence and enforcement25  A discount of 5.25% was applied to the long-term value of the properties to provide for due 
diligence (0.25%) and enforcement costs (5%) incurred or likely to be incurred by NAMA. This is 
the present value, after application of the discounts, of the amount by which the consideration 
paid to the participating banks was reduced for this provision.  

Net loan collateral  The value of the collateral following deduction of the provision for due diligence and 
enforcement costs.  

Qualifying advances  Advances made by a participating institution to borrowers after 7 April 2009 (the date on which 
the Minister for Finance announced the Government’s intention to establish NAMA). Under 
direction from the Central Bank and the Financial Regulator, following direction from the 
Minister, no discount was applied to such advances if they were deemed to be part of normal 
commercial banking arrangements.  

Initial consideration  The initial amount paid by NAMA for the acquired loans and associated financial derivatives, 
prior to adjustments made under the Act.  

Post-acquisition adjustments  The Act allows for the adjustment of the acquisition value of a loan subsequent to its acquisition 
where there has been an error in the acquisition process or value attributed to the loan.  

Final consideration  The final amount paid by NAMA for the acquired loans and associated financial derivatives, post 
adjustments made under the Act.  

Discount  The percentage difference between the consideration paid and borrower debt at loan valuation 
date.  

Loan current market value  The present value of the property cash flows, using the current market value of the property, 
discounted at market rates for distressed loans.  

State aid  The difference between the final consideration and the loan current market value expressed as a 
percentage of the loan current market value.  

                                                           
Source:  C&AG S226 Report and NAMA 

24 NAMA paid the lower of the value of the collateral cash flows and the amount owed by the borrower, including 
derivatives, at a date specified by NAMA for each tranche and for each participating bank. For example, for the first 
tranche, the loan valuation date for all participating banks was 31 January 2010. 
 
25 In implementing this provision, NAMA applied the 5.25% discount to the long-term value of property pledged as 
collateral for loans. There were some loans where the difference between the loan balance and the post-discount value of 
the collateral was less than the actual amount of the discount applied to the collateral. In these cases, not all of the 
discount was deducted from the consideration paid. 
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Appendix C - NAMA Cumulative Cash Flows (Excluding NARL) 

FIGURE 22:  NAMA CUMULATIVE CASH FLOWS (EXCLUDING NARL) 

 

 
Source:  NAMA 

 

  

NAMA Cashflows Excl. NARL (Cumulative) 2010 2011 2012 2013

€m €m €m €m

Opening Cash Balance

Inflows

Disposal Receipts 431          4,157      7,198      10,870     

Non Disposal Income 363          1,605      2,815      3,607       

Other Income 220          337          591          607           

Total Inflows 1,014      6,099      10,604    15,084     

FX & Debt Servicing Costs and Other (net) 116          (205)        (950)        (1,524)      

NAMA Operating Costs (49)           (193)        (348)        (479)         

Capital drawdowns, new loans acquired & vendor finance(240)        (544)        (852)        (1,516)      

Operational Outflows (173)        (941)        (2,150)     (3,519)      

Net Operational Cashflow 841          5,158      8,454      11,565     

Senior Bond Redemptions -           (1,250)     (4,750)     (7,500)      

Subordinated Bond Redemptions -           -           -           -            

Total Cash, Liquid Assets & Collateral Balance 841          3,908      3,704      4,065       

Treasury Movements (4)             (2,861)     (1,468)     (2,575)      

Closing Cash Balance 837          1,047      2,236      1,490       

Liquid Asset Holdings -           2,800      258          1,776       

Cash & Liquid Assets 837          3,847      2,494      3,266       

NTMA Collateral -           -           1,150      739           

Total Cash, Liquid Assets & Collateral Balance 837          3,847      3,644      4,005       
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Appendix D - Recent European Transactions 

FIGURE 23:  RECENT EUROPEAN PORTFOLIO SALES 

 
 
Source:  Eastdil Secured, market information 

 

  

Seller Portfolio Details Size Date

Targeted Levered 

Returns

Leverage 

Avail (left 

axis)

Spread (bps) 

(right axis)

RBS/Ulster Isobel NPL CRE 1.300 Nov-11 17-19% 50% 600

Lloyds Harrogate UK NPL CRE 0.625 Aug-12 17-19% 50% 600

BoSI Iri sh CRE Non performing Iri sh 2.100 Nov-12 16-18% 50% 600

Lloyds Forth UK CRE 0.779 Dec-12 15-17% 55% 550

Lloyds Chamonix German NPL portfol io 0.850 Jan-13 13-14% 60% 450

NAMA Aspen Irish NPL portfol io 0.800 Apr-13 13-14% 60% 450

Eurohypo UK Portfol ioUK loan portfol io 4.200 Aug-13 12-14% 60% 450

German LandesbankNAV NPL german CRE 0.800 Nov-13 15-17% 60% 450

Sareb Various NPL Spanish CRE 2.000 Nov-13 15-17% 50% 550

Sareb Various Res identia l  / Dev 1.500 Nov-13 16-18% 50% 650

Lloyds Hampton Pan European Loan portfol io 1.400 Dec-13 13-15% 65% 375

NAMA Hol ly Iri sh commercia l  and res i 0.373 Jan-14 12-14% 65% 400

IBRC Rock UK NPL Portfol io 3.900 Feb-14 12-14% 65% 375

IBRC Salt Granular portfol io 1.200 Feb-14 12-14% 65% 375

IBRC Stone Irish NPL portfol io 7.000 Mar-14 11-13% 70% 375

NAMA Eagle NI Loan book 4.600 Mar-14 14-16% 55% 450

IBRC Pebble Iris j CRE / Granular 0.800 Apr-14 12-14% 67% 375

NAMA Tower O'Flynn Iri sh, UK, German portfol io1.700 Apr-14 10-12% 70% 350

Nationwide Adela ide Granular german portfol io 0.850 Apr-14 11-13% 70% 400

RBS/Ulster Button IE, NI & UK Commercia l  and res i  dev0.850 On-going 11-13% 70% 350

Commerzbank Octopus Spanish loan book 4.200 On-going 13-15% 65% 400

Lloyds Avon UK Commercia l  and res i 0.780 On-going 12-14% 70% 375
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